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Abstract
Graphs are the natural data structure to represent relational and structural informa-
tion in many domains. To cover the broad range of graph-data applications includ-
ing graph classification as well as graph generation, it is desirable to have a general
and flexible model consisting of an encoder and a decoder that can handle graph
data. Although the representative encoder-decoder model, Transformer, shows
superior performance in various tasks especially of natural language processing, it
is not immediately available for graphs due to their non-sequential characteristics.
To tackle this incompatibility, we propose GRaph-Aware Transformer (GRAT),
the first Transformer-based model which can encode and decode whole graphs in
end-to-end fashion. GRAT is featured with a self-attention mechanism adaptive
to the edge information and an auto-regressive decoding mechanism based on the
two-path approach consisting of sub-graph encoding path and node-and-edge gen-
eration path for each decoding step. We empirically evaluated GRAT on multiple
setups including encoder-based tasks such as molecule property predictions on
QM9 datasets and encoder-decoder-based tasks such as molecule graph generation
in the organic molecule synthesis domain. GRAT has shown very promising results
including state-of-the-art performance on 4 regression tasks in QM9 benchmark.
1 Introduction
The ability to deal with graphs has many applications [1]: designing efficient chip architectures [2],
predicting missing information in knowledge bases [3], rating items in social recommendation
systems [4], predicting molecular properties and generating new molecular structures, which could
expedite the discovery process of new drugs and materials [5].
The crux of the ability to deal with graph data for such applications lies in two parts. The first part
is how to create a representation which can effectively capture the relationship between nodes and
edges for a given graph. The second part is how to generate a new graph, i.e., a set of nodes and
edges, satisfying certain requirements. Generally, the representation for a given graph is created by
an encoder, and the new graph generation is conducted by a decoder. Therefore, in order to cover
the needs of the aforementioned broad application domains, it is desirable to have a general model
consisting of the encoder and the decoder, instead of having application-specific models.
Transformer [6] has shown state-of-the-art performance in many applications such as automatic
speech recognition, neural machine translation, named entity recognition, sentiment analysis, question
answering, visual question answering, and more. These applications deal with different kinds of
modalities from voice wave and text to image and even multi-modal data. There are many aspects of
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Transformer, which resulted in such superior performance. Among them, the multi-head self-attention
mechanism is arguably the most important one. Considering the power of Transformer and its general
applicability to many types of applications dealing with different kinds of modalities, it is a very
natural step to apply Transformer to graph-data applications and evaluate its effectiveness. Moreover,
since Transformer consists of the encoder and the decoder, it can serve as a general model which may
cover the broad range of the graph-data applications.
The luxury of Transformer, however, is not immediately available for the graph data due to the
non-sequential characteristic. To tackle this incompatibility, we consider nodes as a sequence of
tokens, one token for each node, where the order of the tokens could be imposed depending on the
applications’ necessity. Edges are reflected when the self-attention weights are computed, since the
attention weights are used to decide how much information should be taken from the other tokens
(i.e., nodes). With this manipulation, graph data can go through Transformer without losing any
meaningful information. Moreover, in order to generate a new graph through the decoder, we add
an ability to generate a new node with its associated edges to the nodes generated so far for each
decoding step in an auto-regressive manner.
Our paper’s main contributions are as follows:
• We propose a Transformer-based graph neural network, called Graph-Aware Transformer
(GRAT). To the best of our knowledge, GRAT is the first Transformer-based model which
can take graphs as input and generate whole graphs as output in end-to-end fashion. Also,
since we do not impose any application or domain specific assumptions on GRAT, it is very
general and flexible enough to be applicable to any graph-data applications.
• With GRAT, we study the effectiveness of applying Transformer to graphs in multiple setups.
First, we apply GRAT to graph property prediction tasks, where only the encoder part is
used to see whether the modified self-attention mechanism is able to effectively capture the
graph structure. Second, GRAT is employed for a task of generating new graphs for input
graphs, where, of course, both encoder and decoder parts are used together.
• Our proposed GRAT model has shown very promising results including state-of-the-art
performance on graph property prediction tasks. Based on the results, we would like to
argue that a Transformer-based model, i.e., a general encoder-decoder model armed with
multi-head self-attention, is a compelling and viable option for graph-data applications.
2 Transformer
Since our architecture is based on Transformer [6], we briefly introduce it first. It has achieved state-
of-the-art performance for various sequence-to-sequence tasks such as machine translation, which
could be attributed to the general encoder-decoder architecture armed with the attention mechanism.
One of the most important features of Transformer is the attention function called Scaled Dot-Product
Attention, which maps a query and a set of key-value pairs to output as shown below:
Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax
(
QKT√
dk
)
V (1)
where Q, K, and V are matrices of the same size, and dk is the dimension of the keys.
Transformer, however, is not immediately available for graph applications in the following reasons.
First, even if we can easily map nodes of a graph to a sequence of tokens, Transformer does not
provide a way to explicitly take the relational information (i.e., edge information) between nodes.
Although the attention mechanism is designed to figure out the implicit relationship between input
tokens (i.e., nodes), it may not fully utilize the explicitly given edge information of the input graph.
Second, the decoder of Transformer assumes every token highly depends on the very previous token,
which is realized by inputting the very previous token as a query when predicting the next token.
However, this assumption may not be valid for graphs since it could be better to take into account the
overall structure of the generated sub-graph in each decoding step. We describe how GRAT tackles
these problems in the next section.
2
3 Graph-Aware Transformer
3.1 Graph Encoding
We carve out nodes and edges of a given graph to fit into Transformer model. Nodes are considered
as tokens, one token for each node, where the order of the tokens could be imposed depending on
the applications’ necessity. Edges are reflected when the self-attention weights are computed. More
specifically, we allow Transformer to learn the importance of each connection between nodes by
reflecting edge information into the scaled dot-product attention.
Maziarka et al. [7] have recently proposed the similar idea which exploits the distance between nodes
and the adjacency matrix as well as the original attention values. However, they just use the weighted
sum of these three attention values, where the weights are hyper parameters which are handcrafted
and may vary for each application.
To make our model learn the importance of each connection solely from the data, we use feature-wise
transformation [8]. In this method, the attention values are transformed with the scaling factor γ and
the biasing factor β, which are generated based on the edge type as the conditioning information.
The attention values, Attention(Q,K, V ), are calculated as follows:
(γij , βij) = fa(eij) (2)
Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax
(
Γ (QKT ) +B√
dk
)
V (3)
where eij indicates the edge type (in one-hot representation) between nodes i and j, and fa is
multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). Γ and B are the matrices whose elements at (i, j) position are γij
and βij , respectively. The operator  indicates the element-wise multiplication.
Note that the way that we reflect the edge type into the attention mechanism is flexible enough to
incorporate any additional per-edge features as input to fa. For example, when the distance between
nodes i and j is available as an additional edge feature, the concatenation of the distance and edge
type eij can be used as input to fa. Also, depending on applications’ characteristics, it might be
better to prevent a node from attending on the non-neighbor nodes. This could be achieved by setting
corresponding logit values to the negative infinity (−∞) before the softmax function so that the
attention values are set to zeros. Lastly, when the property of permutation invariance is required, we
may simply remove the positional encoding after the input embedding [6].
3.2 Auto-regressive Graph Decoding
GRAT’s decoder generates a node and its associated edges for each decoding step in an auto-
regressive manner. The decoding process at time step i consists of two paths: 1) encoding the
sub-graph generated by step i-1 and 2) generating a new node and its associated edges to the existing
ones. This is the point mainly different from Transformer decoder, since it does not distinguish these
two paths. The rationale behind this idea is that generating a new node should not highly depend
on the immediate previous node. Instead, due to the relational nature of the graph, it should take
into account all the previously generated nodes based on their relationship, i.e, edge information. To
reflect this rationale into the decoding step explicitly, we avoid injecting the immediate previous node
as input token to the next step directly by introducing the two-path decoding step.
For clarity, we explain the detailed behavior of the two-path decoding step with an example illustrated
in Figure 1. We omit the encoder and the stacked self-attention layers for brevity. In the example,
the decoder should generate a graph consisting of 4 nodes with associated edges, where a, b, c, and
d are node labels, and the line types of the edges represent edge types. Suppose that the model has
already generated the nodes, a, b, and c with their edges until time step t=2. Now, according to the
two-path decoding step, the first path (i.e., the encoding path) encodes the sub-graph and outputs the
nodes’ representation. Since the representations for a and b, h0 and h1, are already made at t=1 and
t=2 and can be reused, only the representation h2 for node c is computed at this time by reflecting
the representations of all neighbor nodes, only b here though, through the attention mechanism as
described in Section 3.1.
Next, the second path (i.e., node-and-edge generation path) inputs a special token <G> and outputs
its node representation h′3 taking into account all previously generated nodes through the attention
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Figure 1: An example of the two-path decoding steps (left), the corresponding edge matrix (top-right),
and the masking matrix (bottom-right)
again1, and then generates a label d of a new node. Plus, the associated edges are generated, where
the order of the edge type values in the figure corresponds to the order of their node generations.
Since the node d is connected to the node a only, the predicted value representing the edge type
between node d and a is one, and the others are zeros, each of which means no edge. The decoding
process ends if the predicted label is another special token <EOG>.
More formally, if the token <G> is injected at time step i, i.e., on the generation path, the representation
for a new node, h′i is generated. Then, the label for this i-th node, li, and the type of the edge between
the i-th and j-th node, eij (where i > j), can be computed as:
li = arg max(fl(h
′
i)) (4)
eij = arg max(fe(fp(h
′
i), fp(hj))) (5)
where hj is the representation of the j-th node, fl and fe are MLPs, and (., .) denotes concatenation.
We use an additional MLP, fp, to reduce the dimension of the representation of each node.
The edge matrix used in this example is shown as the top-right matrix in Figure 1. There are two
special edge types, virtual edge (v) and self-edge (s). The virtual edge v, corresponding to the purple
line in the figure, represents the edge type unknown yet and is used to attend on existing nodes when
generating a new node. The self-edge s (the orange line) indicates the attention to the node itself,
which should be distinguished from other edge types. Also, values at the white cells in the matrix
represent edge types to be predicted as the decoding proceeds while values at the gray cells are simply
given at the beginning of the decoding.
The nodes to be generated after the current time step and the special <G> tokens before the current
step should not be visible from each decoding step’s perspective. To avoid such invalid reference,
we use a masking matrix as shown in the bottom-right matrix in Figure 1. The upper triangle in this
matrix corresponds to the future context as in Vaswani et al. [6], and the remaining dark cells are for
blocking the reference to the previous <G> tokens. Thanks to this masking matrix, all the decoding
steps happen in parallel during the training time even though we have explained the decoding steps as
a sequential procedure one node at a step.
3.3 Pretraining Strategies
Since GRAT resembles Transformer, we can leverage the BERT-style pretraining tasks that enable
Transformer architecture to achieve state-of-the-art in many NLP problems [9]. The first task used
1Note that the node representations generated on the encoding path and the generation path at time step i are
denoted as hi−1 and h′i, respectively. Also, note that hi−1 is reused until the end of the decoding, whereas h
′
i is
used only for the current step and discarded.
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by BERT is the masked LM by which the model is trained to predict the masked words. We tweak
this task to mask node labels and their associated edge types for a given graph such that GRAT
is trained to predict not only the node labels but also the edge types. The second task is the next
sentence prediction task targeted for coming up with a sentence-level representation in contrast to
the word-level representation in the masked LM task. We also tweak this task to come up with a
graph-level representation such that GRAT is trained to predict graph-level properties (if available)
for a given graph. To do so, we introduce another special token <CLS> in front of the input node
sequence of the encoder. The token’s final hidden vector generated by the encoder is fed into a
fully-connected layer, and the subsequent output represents a predicted graph-level property. This
type of graph pretraining strategy is inspired by the one used in [10]. Both node-level and graph-level
pretraining tasks help GRAT have an ability to figure out the relational information between nodes
and edges in two different levels.
4 Experimental Results
To examine the effectiveness of applying Transformer for graph data and its generality and flexibility,
we empirically evaluate GRAT on multiple setups including encoder-based tasks such as graph
property predictions and encoder-decoder-based tasks such as graph-to-graph translations.
4.1 Property Prediction
For graph property predictions, we use the QM9 benchmark [11]. QM9 is a dataset that provides
geometric, energetic, electronic and thermodynamic properties of roughly 130K molecules with up to
nine heavy atoms, yielding 12 regression tasks. All molecules are modeled using density functional
theory. Each task should predict a property for a given molecule, i.e., a graph consisting of atoms and
bonds, i.e., nodes and edges, respectively. We randomly chose 10000 samples for validation, 10000
samples for testing, and used the rest for training as in [12]. There are two modes to train models for
the tasks: a multi-task model, i.e., one model for all 12 regression tasks, and 12 single-task models,
i.e., one model for each regression task.
For the benchmark, we use the encoder of GRAT as our proposed model and compare with two other
state-of-the-art models, MPNN [12] and DimeNet [13]. MPNN is a variant of models belonging to
Message Passing Neural Network framework, where all such models are characterized as a common
composition, i.e., a message function, an update function, and a readout function. Further details
are described in Section 5. DimeNet also belongs to this framework, but it takes into account
molecule-specific information such as angles formed between neighbor nodes.
Table 1: MAE of 12 regression tasks in QM9
Mode Multi-task Single-task
Target Unit DimeNet GRAT MPNN DimeNet GRAT
mu D 0.0775 0.04859 0.03 0.0286 0.03898
alpha a30 0.0649 0.10258 0.092 0.0469 0.07219
HOMO eV 0.0451 0.02648 0.04257 0.0278 0.02228
LUMO eV 0.0411 0.02783 0.03741 0.0197 0.02053
gap eV 0.0592 0.03864 0.0688 0.0348 0.035
R2 a20 0.345 2.68846 0.18 0.331 0.76681
ZPVE eV 0.00287 0.007 0.001524 0.00129 0.00208
U0 eV 0.0129 0.05864 0.01935 0.00802 0.0705
U eV 0.013 0.05859 0.01935 0.00789 0.02825
H eV 0.013 0.06014 0.01677 0.00811 0.02549
G eV 0.0139 0.05769 0.01892 0.00898 0.02505
Cv cal/molK 0.0309 0.05512 0.04 0.0249 0.03261
stdMAE % 1.92 1.62 1.7 1.05 1.19
logMAE - -5.07 -4.39 -5.09 -5.57 -4.92
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The mean absolute errors (MAE) of 12 regression tasks in QM9 are shown in Table 1. Numbers in
bold font represent the state-of-the-art performance for those tasks. For the multi-task mode, GRAT
shows state-of-the-art performance on 4 out of 12 tasks. Notably, in terms of the mean standardized
MAE (stdMAE) [13], GRAT achieves new state-of-the-art performance across 12 tasks, overall.
The corresponding results of MPNN are not available. For the single-task mode, DimeNet shows
state-of-the-art performance on 10 out of 12 tasks.
The effect of pre-training The first pre-training curriculum consists of two steps: pre-training
with QM9 dataset followed by fine-tuning with QM9 dataset. The second one consists of three steps:
pre-training with GDB-17 dataset [14], then the same two steps of the first curriculum. The GDB-17
dataset consists of 50M molecules, but, for our pre-training, we remove molecules including any
atom that does not appear in QM9 dataset, which resulted in around 40M molecules. The graph-level
tasks for GDB-17 dataset should predict 11 molecule descriptors2 for a given molecule. Since those
descriptors are different from the properties of the 12 tasks in QM9 and can be simply obtained by
RDKit [15], we clarify that the number of train data points with respect to the ground truth remains
the same.
The results of the pre-trainings are shown in Table 2, where the models pre-trained with the first
curriculum and with the second curriculum are denoted as p-GRAT and pp-GRAT, respectively. For
the single-task mode, pp-GRAT achieves new state-of-the-art performance on 4 out of 12 tasks. Also,
in terms of the stdMAE, pp-GRAT obtains new state-of-the-art performance across 12 tasks, overall.
These results are not achievable without the pre-trainings. In addition, the underlined numbers under
p-GRAT model represent superior performance than DimeNet even though they are inferior than
pp-GRAT. Lastly, by comparing the results of GRAT with p-GRAT and pp-GRAT, we can see the
positive effect of the pre-trainings very clearly throughout all 12 tasks.
4.2 Chemical Reaction Outcomes Prediction
For evaluating the ability of the graph-to-graph translation, we apply GRAT to predict the products
of organic chemical reactions given their reactants and reagents using USPTO dataset [16] which is
filtered and split by Jin et al. [17]. Although many graph-based solutions have been proposed for the
task [17–19], GRAT is the first work that tries to tackle such a task as a graph-to-graph translation
in end-to-end fashion, where each data point consists of reactants and reagents as input graphs and
products as output graphs.
Table 3 shows the performance of GRAT and other compared models. MT [20] showing the best
performance represents the input and output chemical compounds in SMILES and takes the sequence-
Table 2: MAE of 12 regression tasks in QM9 - the effect of pre-training
Mode Multi-task Single-task
Target DimeNet p-GRAT pp-GRAT MPNN DimeNet p-GRAT pp-GRAT
mu 0.0775 0.03986 0.03461 0.03 0.0286 0.03022 0.02807
alpha 0.0649 0.09815 0.08359 0.092 0.0469 0.05839 0.05451
HOMO 0.0451 0.02476 0.02175 0.04257 0.0278 0.02032 0.01908
LUMO 0.0411 0.02695 0.02231 0.03741 0.0197 0.01844 0.01771
gap 0.0592 0.0347 0.03164 0.0688 0.0348 0.03134 0.0297
R2 0.345 2.12725 1.86826 0.18 0.331 0.53468 0.63276
ZPVE 0.00287 0.00419 0.00534 0.001524 0.00129 0.00189 0.002
U0 0.0129 0.0433 0.04443 0.01935 0.00802 0.02629 0.02199
U 0.013 0.04419 0.05684 0.01935 0.00789 0.02795 0.02511
H 0.013 0.04551 0.05639 0.01677 0.00811 0.02734 0.02115
G 0.0139 0.04289 0.05692 0.01892 0.00898 0.0268 0.01855
Cv 0.0309 0.0453 0.05403 0.04 0.0249 0.02929 0.02931
stdMAE 1.92 1.4 1.32 1.7 1.05 1.01 0.95
logMAE -5.07 -4.60 -4.57 -5.09 -.5.57 -5.11 -5.18
2See appendix A for more details of the 11 molecule descriptors.
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Table 3: Comparison of Top-1 Accuracy Obtained by the Different Single-Model Methods on the
Current Benchmark
Models S2S [21] WLDN [17] GTPN [18] WLDN5 [19] MT [20] GRAT
Accuracy 80.3 79.6 82.4 85.6 88.8 (90.43) 88.25
Figure 2: An example of a chemical reaction (left) and visualization of attention values (right)
to-sequence approach with Transformer. Note that we only take atom labels for nodes and bond
types and distances for edges from the graph structure, hence there is loss of information during
the transformation of SMILES into the graph structure. We expect that the performance could be
improved if GRAT considers the other chemical information carried in SMILES such as formal
charges and valences. Adding more complete molecule information to GRAT is remained as future
work.
GRAT has a merit of providing an easier way to explain the reaction mechanism than the SMILES-
based model by using the graph structure and the attention values. For example, we can visualize
which parts of the reactants are combined to produce a product by pinpointing the participating atoms
as shown in Figure 2, where two reactants produce a product. (We omit the reagent information for
brevity.) The node 2 is combined with 23 in the reactant side (numbers in red) and becomes 10 in
the product side (numbers in blue). In the attention matrix (the right side of the figure), we can see
that at the generation step for the node 10 in the product side (along the x-axis), the attention values
corresponding to the node 2, 22, and 23 in the reactant side (along the y-axis) are higher/brighter than
others.
5 Related Work
Graph neural networks (GNNs) are designed for dealing with graph data structures. As abstracted
by Gilmer et al. [12], many GNN models can be described by a common framework that consists
of a message, update, and readout function. For each node, the message function generates a
representation, i.e., message by aggregating the features of the node, its neighbor nodes, and the
associated edges. The update function updates the node representation using the message iteratively.
The readout function generates a representation for the whole graph by aggregating all the node
representations. Many variants of GNN models have been proposed in terms of the aggregation
method for the message function. The convolution mechanism of CNN was used as an aggregation
method for generating the node representation [22, 23]. GraphSage [24] uniformly sampled a
fixed-size set of neighbors within k hops to keep the computational cost fixed and examined three
different aggregation methods called mean aggregator, LSTM aggregator, and pooling aggregator.
Attention-based aggregation was also proposed [25]. For the update function, the iterative update
3From the model that used the training data augmentation and averaged checkpoints.
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function was proposed by early GNNs [26, 27], and GRU was employed for such mechanism by
Gated Graph Neural Network (GG-NN) [28]. Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN) [29] used the
simple message and update function to capture the graph structure and showed good performance
in graph classification tasks. Recently, there have been many efforts to incorporate Transformer
in GNNs. Most of them take the encoder part of Transformer to use the power of its multi-head
self-attention mechanism in aggregations and updates [7, 30–34].
Although such variants of GNNs have been applied to a variety of domains, the applications can
be grouped into two categories: 1) classification or regression tasks, and 2) graph generation tasks.
The tasks of the first category contain document classification based on citation networks [23, 24],
traffic forecast [35, 36], link prediction in recommendation systems [37, 38], learning dynamics of
physical systems [39], molecular properties and protein interfaces prediction [12, 13, 40], cancer type
classification and polypharmacy’s side-effect prediction in biomedical domains [41, 42], reasoning
about knowledge graphs [3, 43], classification and segmentation of images, videos and 3D meshes
[44, 45], classification of regions in images [46], text generation [31], and sketch recognition [33].
For the graph generation tasks, graphs can be generated in two different approaches: 1) non-auto-
regressive approach and 2) auto-regressive approach. As an non-auto-regressive approach, Grover
et al. [47] proposed an iterative decoding method over a single fixed set of nodes based on a GNN-
based encoder. In addition, variational autoencoder (VAE) has been used for the various types of
graph generation [48–51] and has shown meaningful results, especially for molecule generation tasks,
where detailed attributes of nodes and edges are required to be generated as well. Such non-auto-
regressive approach, however, has not shown effectiveness for large-scale graph generation. As an
auto-regressive approach, GraphRNN model [52] generates new nodes through the graph-level RNN
while generating the edges for each newly generated nodes through the edge-level RNN. Moreover,
Graph Recurrent Attention Network (GRAN) [53] enables the block-wise generation of nodes and
associated edges where the block size is controllable, which enables large-scale graph generation.
However, GRAN has not shown its capability of predicting possible detailed attributes associated
with nodes and edges (such as node labels, edge types, etc.) other than just predicting the existence
of the nodes and edges.
GRAT is the general-purpose, graph-to-graph model that can be applied to not only generation but
also classification or regression of graph data by enabling the self-attention mechanism to be aware of
edge information. To the best of our knowledge, GRAT is the first Transformer-based general-purpose,
graph-to-graph model. Jin et al. [54] is closely related to our work in terms of the graph-to-graph
translation model in auto-regressive manner. However, their coverage of applications can be limited
since their generation is nothing but growing the given input graph through subsequent attachments.
Lastly, Graph2Graph Transformer [55] only uses the encoder part of Transformer, i.e., the multi-head
self-attention is not fully utilized in its own decoder called Transition Classifier. Also, it may not
generate the entire graph, instead, it can only generate an edge for a given two nodes.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we presented Graph-Aware Transformer (GRAT), a general and flexible encoder-
decoder model for graph applications. By fully utilizing the power of multi-head self-attention from
Transformer, GRAT outperformed the existing state-of-the-art models in the graph property prediction
tasks. Also, GRAT applied the graph-to-graph translation approach to the task of predicting resulting
products in organic chemical reactions for the first time and showed the competitive performance
over existing methods. In the future, we plan to apply GRAT to tasks in other domains rather than
the chemistry, such as physics or knowledge graphs, to prove its generality. Alongside that, we
also would like to find a way to incorporate domain-specific (i.e., chemistry or materials science)
knowledge into the model without detriment to the general Transformer architecture.
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Appendix
A Additional Details for Section 4.1
Our model has 32 self-attention layers with 32 heads, node representations of size 256, and feed-forward layers
with inner dimension 1024. As described in Section 3.3, the graph-level embedding resulted from the <CLS>
token is fed into a fully connected layer with the hidden size 512 which generates 12 outputs corresponding to
the properties of the 12 regression tasks. fa consists of hidden states of size 32 with tanh activation function
and final outputs of size 64 (γ and β for each layer).
The code is implemented in Tensorflow [56], and the self-attention is based on NVIDIA OpenSeq2Seq [57]. We
used one GPU (Nvidia v100). The batch size is 50, and all models were trained using SGD with the ADAM
optimizer [58].
We add the atom group number, the atom weight, and the formal charge for each atom as an additional input
node/atom features. Note that those are commonly used atom features in the chemical domain tasks, and are
easily obtained by RDKit [15].
In addtion, the 11 molecule descriptors (obtained by RDKit) used for the pre-training are listed below:
• Number of atoms
• Topological polar surface area (TPSA)
• logP
• Molecular mass
• Molecular weight
• Number of valence electrons
• Number of aromatic rings
• Number of saturated rings
• Number of aliphatic rings
• Balaban’s J index (BalabanJ)
• Bertz CT (BertzCT)
B Additional Details for Section 4.2
Since chemical compounds in the USPTO dataset are represented in Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry
System (SMILES) [59], which is a sequence of characters designed to describe the chemical structure, we
convert the input compounds to input graph structures using RDKit [15] and convert the output graph structures
back to SMILES once finishing the prediction to compare the predicted graph with the ground truth in SMILES.
Since the tokens in GRAT do not need to contain the edge information, the vocabulary size is the same as
the number of elements in the periodic table plus a few special tokens such as <G> and <EOG>. This makes
our model enable to maintain small parameters (about 8M) despite of many layers. (The model proposed
by Schwaller et al. [20] has 12M parameters.) We add an additional special token, one of <REACTANT>,
<REAGENT>, and <PRODUCT>, at the start of each graph as a delimiter to explicitly distinguish each graph
from others as is done in [20]. These special tokens are also connected to all other atom nodes by introducing an
additional virtual edge type. Since SMILES imposes a canonical order on participating atoms in the compound,
we impose the same order on the atoms/nodes in the corresponding graph through the positional encoding for
the graph translation task.
Both of the encoder and the decoder have 24 self-attention layers with 8 heads, node representations of size 128,
and feed-forward layers with inner dimension 256. fa for the encoder and the decoder each consists of hidden
states of size 32 with tanh activation function and final outputs of size 48 (γ and β for each layer). We assume
that there is a "no bond" edge type for the encoder because we want to utilize the distance information between
every pair of nodes. However, for the decoder, we do not use such "no bond" edge by making attention values
corresponding to "no bond" zero so that two disconnected nodes cannot attend on each other as described in
Section 3.1.
As in Section A, the code is implemented in Tensorflow and based on NVIDIA OpenSeq2Seq. We used 8 GPUs
(Nvidia p40), and the total batch size is 128. All models were trained using SGD with the ADAM optimizer [58].
During decoding, the beam size is set to 8.
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